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Abstract :  Nowadays, smart phones are used, so authentication is necessary here. So to keep the system secure, we have come up 

with an idea of random graphic pattern generator. Just like smart phones there will be patterns, user allows drawing their pattern on 

a two-dimensional 3 X 3 matrix using more than one lines. There will be pin and patterns. The pin will remain same but number 

sequence will keep changing. To make a system more secure random graphic pattern is used. The user needs to first select a pin 

(minimum 4 digit). Then based on the pin the user needs to draw a pattern. Next time if the user logs-in, the pin remains same, but 

number sequence keeps changing (by randomly changing the fixed position of the digital graphics that shows on the touch screen). 

To login to the system one time, the user will get only 5 chances after 6th entry of the password the system will get blocked 

automatically. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, mobile devices like smartphones are used everywhere, so authentication plays an important role here[1]. There should 

be security too. Weak pin has some disadvantage. We have come up with an idea of random graphic pattern. In this case, just like 

smart phones there will be patterns, user allows drawing their graphical password on a two-dimensional 3 X 3 matrix using more 

than one lines. Our idea is to propose a new graphic pattern for system i.e. mobile as well as a system, by randomly changing the 

fixed positions of the digital pattern that shows on the system, the user will be able to draw different pattern by clicking on the 

digital graphic pattern everytime based on the same unique pin. The user usually enters in the password based on his or her personal 

details or draws a simple graphic pattern on the touch screen as passwords for unlocking the lock screen. Although this might help 

the user to remember the password but, nowadays technology has so much developed that anyone can hack the system. To make a 

system  secure random pattern is used. The user needs to first select a pin. Then based on the pin the user needs to draw a pattern. 

Next time if the user logs-in, the pin remains same, but number sequence keeps changing (by randomly changing the fixed position 

of the digital graphics that shows on the touch screen). To login to the system one time, the user will get only 5 chances after 6th 

entry of the password the system will get blocked automatically. Data and information on devices are maintained confidentially. 

Easy to remember, hard to guess. Secures the bank account from hackers by blocking the account, when the phone is lost. Graphical 

passwords removes different  attack. used in application’s like Banking and accessing accounts. Emails. Although graphical 

authentication has advantages compared to password methods, however the shoulder surfing problem. Networks and databases of 

companies and industries. Personal systems. ATM machines. Web-login applications. The pin will remain same but number 

sequence will keep changing  

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Nowadays, smart phones are used, so authentication are important here. So to keep the system secure, we have come up with an 

idea of random graphic pattern generator. just like smart phones there will be patterns, user allows drawing their pattern on a two-

dimensional 3 X 3 matrix using more than one lines. There will be pin and patterns. The pin will remain same but number sequence 

will keep changing. The user usually enters in the password based on his or her personal details or draws a simple graphic pattern 

on the touch screen as passwords for unlocking the lock screen[1]. Although this might help the user to remember the password but, 

nowadays technology has so much developed that anyone can hack the system. To make a system secure random pattern is used. 

The user needs to first select a pin (minimum 4 digit). Then based on the pin the user needs to draw a pattern. Next time if the user 

logs-in, the pin remains same, but number sequence keeps changing (by randomly changing the fixed position of the digital graphics 

that shows on the touch screen). To login to the system one time, the user will get only 5 chances after 6th entry of the password the 

system will get blocked automatically. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

One of the proposed based on the pin authentication but also uses one-time password of pattern [1] mobile as well as a system, by 

randomly changing the fixed positions of the digital pattern that shows on the system, the user will be able to draw different pattern 

by clicking on the digital graphic pattern everytime based on the same unique pin. The user usually enters in the password based 

on his or her personal details or draws a simple graphic pattern on the touch screen as passwords for unlocking the lock screen. 

Although this might help the user to remember the password but, nowadays technology has so much developed that anyone can 

hack the system. To make a system more secure random graphic pattern is used. The authorized user needs to select a pin (minimum 

4 digit). Then based on the pin the user needs to draw a pattern. Next time if the user logs-in, the pin remains same, but number 

sequence keeps changing (by randomly changing the fixed position of the digital graphics that shows on the touch screen). To login 

to the system one time, the user will get only 5 chances after 6th entry of the password the system will get blocked automatically. 

Data and information on devices are maintained confidentially. Easy to remember, hard to guess. Secures the bank account from 

hackers by blocking the account, when the phone is lost. Graphical passwords removes different  attack. To provide authentication, 
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if the user log’s-in next time the password will be same but, pattern will keep changing. To login to the system one time, the user 

will get only 5 chances after 6th entry of the password the system will get blocked automatically. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Smart phones are used nowadays, so authentication is important here. So to keep the system secure, we have come up with an idea 

of random graphic pattern generator. just like smart phones there will be patterns, user allows drawing their pattern on a two-

dimensional 3 X 3 matrix using more than one lines. There will be pin and patterns. The pin will remain same but number sequence 

will keep changing. To make a system more secure random graphic pattern is used. The user needs to first select a pin (minimum 4 

digit). Then based on the pin the user needs to draw a pattern. Next time if the user logs-in, the pin remains same, but number 

sequence keeps changing (by randomly changing the fixed position of the digital graphics that shows on the touch screen). To login 

to the system one time, the user will get only 5 chances after 6th entry of the password the system will get blocked automatically.  

 

 
Figure 1 Keypad [1] 

 

 
Figure 2 graphical user interface keypad [1] 
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Figure 3 Graphical user interface keypad 

 

V. OBJECTIVES 

Our idea is to propose a new graphic pattern for protection of system, by randomly changing the fixed positions of the pattern that 

shows on the system, the user will be able to draw different pattern by entering the pin everytime based on the same unique pin. 

Then a user allows drawing their graphical password on a 3 X 3 matrix using more than one lines.. Authentication phase can provide 

the strong protection against various attack because of the uncertainty of digit number position in 3 X 3 matrixs which generated 

one-time pattern[2]. Meanwhile, the user  graphical pattern can be calculated by the mobile device fornot much of the processing 

time. To provide authentication, if the user log’s-in next time the password will be same but, pattern will keep changing. To login 

to the system one time, the user will get only 5 chances after 6th entry of the password the system will get blocked automatically. 

Data and information on devices are maintained confidentially. Easy to remember, hard to guess. Secures the bank account from 

hackers by blocking the account, when the phone is lost. Graphical passwords removes different attack. used in application’s like 

Banking and accessing accounts. Emails. Although graphical authentication has advantages compared to password methods, 

however the shoulder surfing problem. Networks and databases of companies and industries. Personal systems. ATM machines. 

Web-login applications. The pin will remain same but number sequence will keep changing. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The goal of the security measure is to create a pattern which will ensure the safety of the Users resources by just adding a pin and 

the number sequence for pattern will keep changing. This is the main concern for any organization and users too which wants to 

protect their confidential data from intruders. So, we have taken up the project of random Graphical patterns. These types of patterns 

are a trend which will be replacing the textual passwords by graphical patterns. 
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